
Latin Generation Panel (GP) Meeting 
Notes from the meeting on 20 February 2020 

Meeting Attendees (in alphabetical order) 
 GP members:    

1. Bill Jouris  
2. Hazem Hezzah  
3. Mats Dufberg 
4. Meikal Mumin 
5. Mirjana Tasic  

Staff: 
6. Pitinan Kooarmornpatana 

Meeting Notes  

The GP members discussed and listed the browsers, email clients, and web mails for new 
approach of underlining analysis. It was agree to the following table. 
 

 
 
It was raised that webmail based on Horde or Roundcube are popularly used among universities. 
However, they are not included in the test cases at this time. 
  
This table will be circulated on the mailing list. Each member was invited to inform the chair which 
cases he or she could volunteer to test, based on the available tools/systems. It was agreed that 
each test result needs to include version information of the testing tools/systems. 
 
The testing methodologies were discussed. The members were inform that browser testing can 
be straight-forwardly done by opening .html file in the browser. For email testing, it might need 
more steps. Only copy and paste to the message body might not be enough. Mats volunteer to 
compose an email by adding email header to the HTML code. Then send that email to the Latin 
GP mailing list. After that, all GP members could forward this email to whatever mail client or 
webmail they would like to test.  
  

Browser Win10 MAC OS iOS Android
Chrome Yes Yes Yes Yes
Safari Yes Yes
Firefox Yes Yes Yes Yes

Mail Client
Apple Mail Yes Yes
MS Outlook Yes Yes Yes
Gmail mail App on Mobile Yes Yes

Webmail
Gmail on Chrome Yes Yes
Gmail on Safari Yes
Gmail on Firefox Yes Yes
Outlook owa on Chrome Yes Yes
Outlook owa on Safari Yes
Outlook owa on Firefox Yes Yes



The GP discussed briefly on the ICANN67 preparation. It was noted that meeting would be held 
remotely and the schedule could be adjusted. It was agreed that by the next meeting, if the 
session of Latin GP and the IP was confirmed, discussion on the presentation slide would be in 
the meeting agenda.  

Next meeting: Thursday 27 February 2020 16:00UTC.  
Action Items  
 

S. No. Action Items Owner 
1 Review the test case table and inform Mirjana which cases member 

could volunteer to test 
ALL 

 


